Abstract-In this paper, we present a new data mining algorithm which involves incremental mining for user moving patterns in a mobile computing environment and exploit the mining results to develop data allocation schemes so as to improve the overall performance of a mobile system. First, we propose an algorithm to capture the frequent user moving patterns from a set of log data in a mobile environment. The algorithm proposed is enhanced with the incremental mining capability and is able to discover new moving patterns efficiently without compromising the quality of results obtained. Then, in light of mining results of user moving patterns and the properties of data objects, we develop data allocation schemes that can utilize the knowledge of user moving patterns for proper allocation of both personal and shared data. By employing the data allocation schemes, the occurrences of costly remote accesses can be minimized and the performance of a mobile computing system is thus improved. For personal data allocation, two data allocation schemes, which explore different levels of mining results, are devised: one utilizes the set level of moving patterns and the other utilizes the path level of moving patterns. As can be seen later, the former is useful for the allocation of read-intensive data objects, whereas the latter is good for the allocation of update-intensive data objects. The data allocation schemes for shared data, which are able to achieve local optimization and global optimization, are also developed. Performance of these data allocation schemes is comparatively analyzed. It is shown by our simulation results that the knowledge obtained from the user moving patterns is very important in devising effective data allocation schemes which can lead to significant performance improvement in a mobile computing system.
INTRODUCTION
D UE to recent technology advances, an increasing number of users are accessing various information systems via wireless communication. Such information systems as stock trading, banking, and wireless conferencing, are being provided by information services, and application providers [13] , [19] , and mobile users are able to access such information via wireless communication from anywhere at any time [4] , [9] , [29] .
For cost-performance reasons, a mobile computing system is usually of a distributed server architecture [13] , [19] , in which a service area, referring to the converge area where the server can provide services to mobile users, contains one or many cells where a cell refers to a communication area covered by a base station. In general, mobile users tend to submit transactions to servers nearby for execution so as to minimize the communication overhead incurred [13] , [19] [28] . The properties of data objects accessed by mobile users can usually be divided into two types: the read-intensive type (or read type) and the updateintensive type (or update type). Data objects are assumed to be stored at servers to facilitate coherency control and also for memory saving at mobile units [31] , [34] . Since the architecture of a mobile computing system is distributed in nature, data replication is helpful because it is able to improve the execution performance of servers and facilitate the location lookup of mobile users [17] , [28] , [31] , [34] . The replication scheme of a data object involves how many replicas of that object to be created and to which servers those replicas are allocated. Clearly, though avoiding many costly remote accesses, the approach of data replication increases the cost of data storage and update. Thus, it has been recognized as an important issue to strike a compromise between access efficiency and storage cost when a data allocation scheme is devised.
It is noted that various data allocation schemes have been extensively studied in the literature [31] , [34] . However, the data allocation schemes for traditional distributed databases are mostly designed in static manners and the user moving patterns, which are particularly relevant to a mobile computing system where users travel between service areas frequently, were not fully explored. As mentioned above, the server is expected to take over the transactions submitted by mobile users and static data allocation schemes may suffer severe performance problems in a mobile computing system. An example scenario is given in Fig. 1 , where without loss of generality, we assume that the network topology of a mobile computing system is a four by four mesh topology. Suppose that the data are replicated statically at sites A, F, K, and P under the data allocation schemes for traditional distributed databases, and the mobile user U 1 is found to frequently travel in service areas of A, B, and C (i.e., {A, B, C} is called the moving pattern of mobile user U 1 ). It can be seen that the advantage of having replicas on F, K, and P cannot be fully taken by mobile user U 1 , and the extra cost of maintaining those replicas is not justified by the moving pattern of user U 1 . In order to improve the system performance, efficient data allocation schemes based on moving patterns of mobile users are very important in a mobile computing environment. This is the very problem we shall address in this paper. More justification on the problem studied can be found in Section 2.3. Consequently, we shall explore in this paper the approach of mining user moving patterns in a mobile computing environment and utilize the mining results to develop data allocation schemes. Note that the data allocation schemes devised not only utilize the mining results but also consider the properties of data objects for improving the overall performance of a mobile system. Specifically, for the development of data allocation schemes, we shall first devise an algorithm to capture the frequent user moving patterns from a set of log data (referred to as movement log) in a mobile environment. It is worth mentioning that to fully explore the temporal locality, which refers to the feature that consecutive movements of a mobile user are likely to fall into similar sites [11] , the mining algorithm devised is enhanced with an incremental mining capability in the sense that it is able to focus on the recent moving patterns within an adjustable window size (referred to as retrospective factor) when deriving user moving patterns. As such, by avoiding generating user moving patterns for every single movement of individual mobile users, the frequent user moving patterns can be obtained much more efficiently without compromising the quality of results obtained.
Then, in light of mining results of user moving patterns, we devise data allocation schemes that can utilize the knowledge of user moving patterns for proper allocation of both personal data (referring to those data only accessible by each individual data owner) and shared data (referring to those data to be accessed by a group of users). By employing the data allocation schemes devised, the occurrences of costly remote accesses can be minimized and the performance of a mobile computing system is thus improved. For personal data allocation, two data allocation schemes, which explore different levels of mining results and properties of data objects, are devised: One utilizes the set level of moving patterns and the other utilizes the path level of moving patterns, where the set level refers to the set of moving patterns and the path level refers to the ordered sites for prefetching determined from the moving patterns. As can be seen later, the former is useful for the allocation of read data objects, whereas the latter is good for the allocation of update data objects. The data allocation schemes for shared data, which are able to achieve local optimization and global optimization, are also developed. Performance of these data allocation schemes is comparatively analyzed and sensitivity analysis on several design parameters, including the retrospective factor, is conducted. It is shown by our simulation results that the knowledge obtained from the user moving patterns is very important in devising effective data allocation schemes which can lead to significant performance improvement in a mobile computing system.
Various data mining capabilities have been explored in the literature [5] . One of the most important data mining problems is mining association rules in transaction databases [1] , [2] [7] , [21] , [27] . Also, mining classification rules is an approach to develop rules that can efficiently classify data items based on certain features [25] , [30] . Mining sequential patterns is the study to explore the knowledge of ordered data [3] , [14] . Though dealing with various mining capabilities, these prior results were not applicable to mining user moving patterns in a mobile environment. In [6] , an algorithm for mining Web user traversal patterns was proposed. With the assumption that the backward reference is made for ease of traveling but not for data access in a Web environment, the mining algorithms and results in [6] were mainly developed subject to that assumption, which is, however, not applicable to mining user moving patterns in a mobile environment where all user movements have to be taken into consideration to truly reflect the user moving patterns. More importantly, the mining algorithm in [6] neither deals with data allocation nor has the capability of incremental mining which is particularly important in a mobile environment. The very difference between these two environments calls for the design of a new algorithm for mining user moving patterns in a mobile environment. More justifications for the problem studied can be found in Section 2.
In addition, a significant amount of research efforts has been elaborated upon issues of data allocation in distributed systems [10] , [13] , [16] , [31] , [34] . We mention in passing that the authors of [34] proposed a data distribution scheme that is based on the read/write patterns of the data objects. Given some user calling patterns, the authors of [31] proposed an algorithm that employed the concept of minimum-cost maximum-flow to compute the set of sites where user profiles should be replicated. Without fully exploiting user moving patterns, the attention of the studies in [31] , [34] was mainly paid to the distribution of location data for mobile users, but not to the personal and shared data allocation that are explored in this paper.
The contributions of this paper are twofold. We not only devise a new data mining algorithm for incremental mining of user moving patterns in a mobile computing system, but also in light of the mining results obtained and the properties of data objects, develop data allocation schemes to improve the overall performance of a mobile computing system. With incremental mining capability, frequent moving patterns of good quality can be obtained efficiently. Moreover, by exploring different levels of knowledge on user moving patterns, different data allocation schemes, which take the properties of data objects into consideration, are devised and their performance is comparatively analyzed. To the best of our knowledge, prior work neither fully explored the data mining capability for user moving patterns in a mobile computing system nor utilized such mining results for personal and shared data allocation, let alone devising schemes to exploit different levels of knowledge mined and conducting the corresponding performance analysis. These features distinguish this paper from others. With the rapid advances in wireless technologies, the mobile computing systems are becoming widely available nowadays. The fast increase in mobile applications justifies the timeliness and importance of this study.
This paper is organized as follows: Preliminaries are given in Section 2. Algorithms for mining user moving patterns in a mobile system are devised in Section 3.1, data allocation schemes based on user moving patterns for personal data allocation are developed in Section 3.2, and those for shared data allocation are developed in Section 3.3. Simulation results are presented and analyzed in Section 4. This paper concludes with Section 5.
PRELIMINARY
To facilitate the presentation of this paper, some preliminaries are given in this section. To justify the problem studied, some real applications of wireless data access are described in Section 2.1. A location management method and the generation of movement log used for mining user moving patterns in a mobile computing system are described in Section 2.2. The usefulness of moving patterns for the design of efficient location management is described in Section 2.3.
Applications of Wireless Data Access
Various wireless data networking technologies, including IS-136 [32] , CDMA2000 [18] , and Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) [33] , have been developed recently. Among others, WAP provides an open standard for connecting Internet content and advanced value-added services to mobile phones. For example, an emerging WAP calendar application [33] allows a mobile user to access his/her own calendar data through a mobile phone. Such calendar data of an individual mobile user is an example of personal data considered in Section 3.2 of this paper. On the other hand, corporate applications, such as sales force automation in which salepersons can instantly obtain the latest pricing and competitive information for their customers, access many data commonly used by many mobile users. These commonly used data are examples of shared data considered in Section 3.3 of this paper.
As pointed out earlier, for cost performance reasons, an application system which provides wireless data access services is of a distributed server architecture and the use of data replication is helpful in that the amount of remote access can thus be reduced, which in turn conserves the energy of mobile units. Consider an illustrative example in Fig. 2 , where application servers provide calendar services. Suppose that O 1 and O 2 are the data objects which contain the calendar information, respectively, for mobile user 1 and mobile user 2. If data object O 1 is replicated at sites A, B, and C, where mobile user 1 frequently travels, then the amount of remote access and the communication overhead by mobile user 1 can be reduced since O 1 can be obtained locally. Clearly, how to select proper sites for data allocation is a very important issue and will benefit from effective methods for discovering user moving patterns which will be dealt with in this paper.
Generation of Movement Log
Note that in a mobile environment each mobile user is associated with a home location database which maintains an up-to-date location data for the mobile user. The location management procedure for a mobile computing system considered in this paper is similar to the one in IS-41/GSM [12] [22], which is a two level standard and uses a two-tier system of home location register (to be referred to as HLR) and visitor location register (to be referred to as VLR) databases. Each mobile user is associated with an HLR, whose database maintains recent mobile users' records and their current locations. When a mobile user moves out the area maintained by its HLR, a copy of the mobile user's record is created in its local VLR. In addition, the record in the HLR is updated to reflect the movement of that user. This procedure is referred to as registration.
In order to capture user moving patterns, a movement log is needed. A movement log contains a pair of (old VLR, new VLR) in the database when registration occurs. In the beginning of a new path, the old VLR is null. For each mobile user, we can obtain a moving sequence fðO 1 ; N 1 Þ; ðO 2 ; N 2 Þ; :::ðO n ; N n Þg from the movement log. Generally speaking, each node in the network topology of a mobile computing system can be viewed as a VLR and each link is viewed as the connection between VLRs. With such a mobile system considered, we propose algorithms for incremental mining of user moving patterns and utilize the mining results to conduct proper data allocation in a mobile computing system.
Consider an illustrative example in Fig. 3 , 1 where the number next to each link represents the sequence of movements of a mobile user. Thus, the movement log contains the moving path for that mobile user. As pointed out before, with the assumption that backward travels are made for ease of traveling and, hence, need not be considered, algorithm MF in [6] will terminate the discovery of maximal moving sequences when any backward reference occurs. The set of maximal moving sequences for this moving path output by algorithm MF is fABCDHGg. However, such a fragmented moving sequence is of little interest in a mobile environment where one would naturally like to know the complete traveling information, i.e., fABCDHGHDCBAg in this case, showing the very difference between these two environments. Note that by taking into consideration the backward travels, nodes may appear more than once in the same maximal moving sequence and it is necessary to extract these sequences, and take their occurrences into account when the corresponding user moving patterns are evaluated. Clearly, to deal with these problems, as well as to solve such important issues as incremental mining and data allocation which are particularly relevant to a mobile environment, it is essential to develop a new algorithm for mining user moving patterns in a mobile computing system.
Mining Moving Patterns for Location Management
It is worth mentioning that, in addition to providing many benefits in several database applications, mining user moving patterns is particularly important in a mobile computing system where the corresponding registration and hand-off overhead are costly. Here, we explain this advantage of mining user moving patterns for location management. As described before, each mobile user is mapped to an HLR, whose database always maintains most recent mobile user's record which includes current location. When the mobile user moves out of the area maintained by his/her HLR, the mobile user needs to inform HLR about the movement and HLR updates the database to reflect the mobile user's new location. However, the massive updates incurred will degrade the overall system performance. Several previous research efforts have been elaborated upon this update problem of HLR [15] , [24] . The authors in [15] proposed a location management scheme in which mobile users do not have to inform the HLR for every single movement if the movement of the mobile user is within a bounded partition, where a bounded partition is defined according to user moving patterns. Consider the scenario in Fig. 3 , for example. Assume, partition 1 and partition 2 are user moving patterns of the mobile user. If each movement of the mobile user needs to inform HLR, there will be 10 update operations in HLR. In contrast, the location management scheme in [15] will incur an update only if the mobile user moves out of a partition (instead of "moves out of a site"), in which case, there are only three update operations in HLR incurred for the scenario in Fig. 3 (i.e., 1 (initial update at site A in partition 1) + 1 (when the mobile user moves out of partition 1 in the 3th movement)+1 (when the mobile user moves out of partition 2 in the 8th movement) = 3), thus reducing the overall overhead. However, it is important to note that the methods to discover user moving patterns for the determination of partitions, which are, in our opinion, very important in the solution procedure, were absent in [15] . Clearly, user moving patterns are beneficial on developing efficient location management and querying strategy in a mobile computing system [15] , [26] , thereby justifying another motivation of this study.
DATA ALLOCATION SCHEMES BASED ON MOVING PATTERNS
In this section, we develop a solution procedure, which is composed of a sequence of algorithms in the corresponding steps, to mine user moving patterns and improve data allocation in a mobile computing system. Specifically, with the user movement log given, we devise algorithms for incremental mining of moving patterns in Section 3.1. We 1. Fig. 3 was borrowed from [15] for illustrative purposes.
2. The example scenario described here and in Table 1 is to illustrate the difference between algorithm MF in [6] and algorithm MM in this paper. In order not to distract reader from the main theme of this paper for data allocation, readers interested in the details of algorithm MF are referred to [6] . develop an algorithm for determining maximal moving sequences (to be referred to as algorithm MM) in Section 3.1.1. Then, according to the maximal moving sequences determined, we devise an algorithm to identify large moving sequences (to be referred to as algorithm LM) in Section 3.1.2 in an incremental manner. The scenario for incremental mining of moving patterns is illustrated in Section 3.1.3.
In light of the user moving patterns determined, we develop data allocation schemes for personal data allocation in Section 3.2 and for shared data allocation in Section 3.3. Explicitly, a fix data allocation scheme (to be referred to as scheme DF) is presented in Section 3.2.1 first. By considering two levels of mining results, two data allocation schemes for personal data allocation are devised: one utilizes the set level of moving patterns (to be referred to as scheme DS), which favors the read data object, in Section 3.2.2 and the other utilizes the path level of moving patterns (to be referred to as scheme DP), which favors the update data objects, in Section 3.2.3. Note that the set level refers to the set of moving patterns and the path level refers to the ordered sites for prefetching determined from the moving patterns. Data allocation schemes based on moving patterns for shared data allocation (to be referred to as algorithm SD-local and SDglobal) are devised in Section 3.3.
Incremental Mining for Moving Patterns in a Mobile Environment
Once the movement log is generated, we shall convert the log data into multiple subsequences, each of which represents a maximal moving sequence. After maximal moving sequences are obtained, we then map the problem of finding frequent moving patterns into the one of finding frequent occurring consecutive subsequences among maximal moving sequences. A sequence of k movements is called a large k-moving sequence if there are a sufficient number of maximal moving sequences containing this kmoving sequence. Such a threshold number is called a support in this paper. Note that after large moving sequences are determined, moving patterns can then be obtained in a straightforward manner. A moving pattern is a large moving sequence that is not contained in any other moving patterns. For example, suppose that {AB, BC, AE, CG, GH} is the set of large 2-moving sequences and {ABC, CGH} is the set of large 3-moving sequences. Then, the resulting user moving patterns are {AE, ABC, CGH}. User moving patterns are associated with the areas that users frequently travel in a mobile computing system. The overall procedure for mining moving patterns is outlined as follows:
Procedure for incremental mining of moving patterns.
.
Step 1 (Data collection phase). Employing algorithm MM (to be described in Section 3.1.1) to determine maximal moving sequences from a set of log data and also the occurrence count of moving pairs. .
Step 2 (Incremental mining phase). Employing algorithm LM (to be described in Section 3.1.2) to determine large moving sequences for every w maximal moving sequence obtained in
Step 1, where w is the retrospective factor which is an adjustable window size for the recent maximal moving sequences to be considered. . Step 3 (Pattern generation phase). Determine user moving patterns from large moving sequences obtained in
Step 2, where user moving patterns are those frequent occurring consecutive subsequences among maximal moving sequences. Note that in the data collection phase, the occurrence counts of moving pairs are updated online during registration procedure. For purposes of efficiency, algorithm LM is executed to obtain new moving patterns in an incremental manner for every w maximal moving sequence generated, where the unit of w is the number of maximal moving sequences. The selection of w will be determined empirically in Section 4 later. As users travel, their moving patterns can be discovered incrementally to reflect the user moving behaviors.
Finding Maximal Moving Sequences
As pointed out earlier, a moving pair, (old VLR, new VLR), is generated in a movement log for each registration procedure. Given a moving sequence fðO 1 ; N 1 Þ; ðO 2 ; N 2 Þ; :::ðO n ; N n Þg of a user, we shall map it into multiple subsequences, each of which represents a maximal moving sequence. First, we can obtain a moving sequence fðO 1 ; N 1 Þ; ðO 2 ; N 2 Þ; :::ðO n ; N n Þg for each mobile user from the movement log, where pairs of ðO i ; N i Þ are sorted by time. Then, algorithm MM (standing for maximal moving sequence), whose algorithmic form is given below, is applied to moving sequences of each mobile user to determine the maximal moving sequences of that user and update the occurrence count of moving pairs during registration procedure.
In algorithm MM, Y is used to keep the current maximal moving sequence and F is a flag to indicate if a node is revisited. Let D F denote the database to store all the resulting maximal moving sequences. Also, S is the home location site of a mobile user. According to the roundtrip model considered [20] , [31] , the selection of S is either VLR or HLR whose geography area contains the homes of mobile users. In order to capture the complete traveling sequence, algorithm MM outputs a maximal moving sequence to D F until the S is reached. In line 1 of algorithm MM, some parameters are initialized. Then, moving sequences are scanned in line 2. A maximal moving sequence is output and a new maximal moving sequence will be explored (from line 14 to line 18 of algorithm MM) if MM finds that N i in the moving pair ðO i ; N i Þ is the same as the starting site S. Otherwise, N i is appended into Y (in line 12 of algorithm MM) and the occurrence count of ðO i ; N i Þ is updated online in the database (in line 14 of algorithm MM). An example execution scenario by algorithm MM for the input in Fig. 3 is given in Table 1 . As mentioned earlier, algorithm MM is different from algorithm MF in that unlike the latter, the former neither outputs a maximal moving sequence when backward travels are encountered (such as in the 6th move) nor updates the occurrence count of ðO i ; N i Þ online. Instead, algorithm MM will keep tracing the user movements until the starting point is reached and update the occurrence count of ðO i ; N i Þ online so as to reduce the overhead of database scan for generating large moving pairs. 
Finding Large Moving Sequences
With the maximal moving sequences obtained, we next determine the large moving sequences. A large moving sequence can be determined from all maximal moving sequences of each individual user based on its occurrences in those maximal moving sequences. Use intrasequence count to mean the number of occurrences of a moving sequence within a maximal moving sequence and intersequence set of a moving sequence to mean the set of maximal moving sequences which contain that moving sequence. The count of a large moving sequence is the sum of intrasequence counts from its intersequence set. For the example in Table 2 , the intrasequence count of GB in {ABCGBCGBA} is 2 and that in {ABGBA} is 1. Also, the intersequence set of GB is {{ABCGBCGBA}, {ABGBA}}. Hence, the count of GB is the sum of intrasequence counts in its intersequence set (i.e., 2 (i.e., intrasequence count in ABCGBCGBA) + 1 (i.e., intrasequence count in ABGBA) = 3). To cope with this problem, we develop algorithm LM (standing for large moving sequence) for the determination of large moving sequences. Let L k represent the set of all large k-moving sequences and C k be a set of candidate k-moving sequences.
Algorithm LM/* Algorithm for finding large moving sequences */ Input: A set of w maximal moving sequences of a mobile user. Output: Large moving sequences of the mobile user. begin 1. Determining L 2 = {large 2-moving sequence} from moving pairs in
for w maximal moving sequence S 6.
begin/* Calculating the intrasequence count of C k within S */ 7. intrasequence = subsequenceðC k ; SÞ; 8.
if (intrasequence> 0) 9.
Including S into intersequence set; /* sum of occurrence counts in a intersequence set */ 10.
for all candidate c 2 intersequence 11.
c:count ¼ c:count þ c: intrasequence; 12. end 13.
L k ¼ fc 2 C k jc:count ! supportg;
end end
As pointed out in [27] , the initial candidate set generation, especially for L 2 ; is the key issue to improve the performance of data mining. Since occurrence counts of moving pairs, i.e., C 2 , were updated online in the data algorithm LM) , showing the advantage of having online update in algorithm MM. Also, note that C k can be simply generated from L kÀ1 Ã L kÀ1 (line 4 of algorithm LM). For example, with the set of L 2 being {AB, BK}, we have a C 3 as {ABK}. As explained above, the occurrence count of each k-moving sequence is the sum of intrasequence counts (from line 5 to line 9 in algorithm LM) in its intersequence set (i.e., line 10 and line 11 in algorithm LM). Note that this step is very different from that in mining the path traversal patterns [6] where there are no loops in a moving sequence (i.e., the corresponding intrasequence count is always zero). The occurrences of each k-moving sequence in C k are determined for the identification of L k . After the summation of the occurrence counts in the intersequence set from line 10 to line 11 in algorithm LM, those k-moving sequences with counts exceeding the support are qualified as L k (line 13 of algorithm LM). Notice that those large k-moving sequences are obtained from w maximal moving sequences of that mobile user, showing the incremental mining capability of algorithm LM. For illustrative purposes, with the maximal moving sequences of a mobile user being fABCGBCGBA; ABGBAg; Table 2 shows the corresponding counts of C 2 .
An Illustrative Example for Incremental Mining of Moving Patterns
Consider an illustrative example for two consecutive runs of incremental mining of moving patterns in Fig. 4 , where the network topology of a mobile computing system is the one in Fig. 1 . Fig. 4a shows the run i where the retrospective factor w is set to 10. In the data collection phase, algorithm MM determines maximal moving sequences and counts the occurrences of moving pairs. Using the w*i maximal moving sequences generated by MM, LM determines, in the incremental mining phase, large moving sequences. In our illustrative example, we set the value of the support to be 4 and assume that the value of i is 1. It can be verified that the set of L 2 is {{NJ}, {NM}, {MN}} and the set of L 3 is {NMN}. In the pattern generation phase, moving patterns (i.e., fNJ; NMNg in Fig. 4a ) are determined from large moving sequences obtained in the incremental mining phase (i.e., L 2 and L 3 in this illustrative example). Following the same procedure, moving patterns (i.e., fNJ; ON; P OP Og in Fig. 4b ) are generated incrementally as the mobile user travels. By having the advantage of online updating the occurrence counts of C 2 in algorithm MM, algorithm LM devised can be effectively applied to explore all the moving paths and generate user moving patterns. Note that due to the temporal locality of the user moving behavior, the identities of mining patterns discovered may vary as the time window advances. It can be verified that the procedure of mining user moving patterns is of polynomial time complexity. Specifically, with n moving pairs in a moving sequence, the complexity of algorithm MM is OðnÞ. Similarly to many other algorithms in the large itemset generation, the complexity of algorithm LM is in proportion to the number of L K . As pointed out in [27] , the initial candidate set generation, especially for L 2 , is the key issue for the performance improvement of mining process. It is worth mentioning that since occurrence counts of moving pairs, i.e., C 2 , were updated online in the data collection phase, L 2 can be efficiently determined by proper trimming on C 2 , showing an effective feature of the proposed procedure of mining moving patterns.
As mentioned before, after large moving sequences are determined, moving patterns can be obtained in a straightforward manner. Moving patterns of a mobile user correspond to frequent movements of this mobile user in a mobile computing system. Thus, as will be explored in Section 3.2 below, in light of mining results obtained from algorithms MM and LM, we can utilize the knowledge of user moving patterns to devise effective data allocation schemes so as to improve the overall performance of a mobile computing system. Since the knowledge of user moving patterns is discovered incrementally, the data allocation schemes are thus able to dynamically change data replicated servers to fully exploit the moving patterns of mobile users. Therefore, if the mobile user changes his/her moving behavior, the data allocation schemes devised will be able to adaptively determine the new replication plan by using the incremental mining algorithm for moving patterns devised.
Schemes for Personal Data Allocation
As mentioned above, the occurrences of remote accesses can be reduced if data allocation schemes are devised in light of user moving patterns. In this section, we propose efficient data allocation schemes based on user moving patterns for personal data allocation, where personal data (e.g., personal calendar data described in Section 2.1) are those data only accessible by each data owner. We first describe in Section 3.2.1 the data allocation scheme in a fix pattern. Then, we devise two data allocation schemes based on two levels of user moving patterns, explicitly the set level and the path level, in Section 3.2.2 and in Section 3.2.3, respectively.
DF (Data Allocation Scheme in a Fixed Pattern)
In the scheme which allocates data in a fix pattern (referred to as scheme DF), the replication sites are determined when the database is created. Explicitly, the number of replicated sites and the sites at which the personal data can be replicated are predetermined. Though being adopted in some traditional distributed database systems due to its ease of implementation [34] , scheme DF is not suitable for mobile computing environments where mobile users move frequently. Consider the example mobile computing system in Fig. 1 and assume that the replicated servers under scheme DF are {AFKP}. As explained before, if mobile user U 1 is found to frequently travel in service areas of A, B, and C, then the advantage of having replicas on F, K, and P is not exploited by user U 1 . In our experimental studies in Section 4, scheme DF will be implemented and evaluated for comparison purposes.
DS (Data Allocation Scheme Based on the Set of Moving Patterns)
As described before, by exploring different levels of mining results, two data allocation schemes are developed: one utilizes the set level of moving patterns and the other utilizes the path level of moving patterns. In this section, the data allocation scheme based on the set of moving patterns (referred to as scheme DS) is described. Scheme DS takes advantage of moving patterns so as to reduce the number of remote accesses. Consider the example profile in Table 3 where the network architecture is the one in Fig. 1 . The set of replicated servers under scheme DS is the set of servers determined from moving patterns of mobile users. For example, the set of the replicated servers for U 1 is the union of moving patterns of U 1 (i.e., {AE} [ {ABC} = {ABCE}) and that of U 2 is {BCGF}. In addition, as will be shown in Section 4, scheme DS is able to not only increase the hit ratio of local data access but also balance the workloads of servers since more replicated servers are employed under scheme DS than under scheme DF. However, according to scheme DS, more replicated sites are employed as the number of sites appearing in user moving patterns increases, which, as will be seen in Section 4, though reducing the occurrences of remote access significantly, may result in too many sites replicated, thus compromising the overall performance improvement achieved. In order to eliminate the cost of maintaining replicated sites, we shall take the properties of data objects into consideration. Clearly, for a read data object, data replication is preferable in order to increase the likelihood of local reads. As a result, scheme DS favors those readintensive data objects. On the other hand, for an update data object, scheme DS is not appropriate since scheme DS results in too many sites replicated, increasing the costs of update and communication. In view of this, we shall investigate the approach of utilizing the mining results in the path level, instead of the set level as in scheme DS. This will allow us of employing the technique of prefetches properly and ensuring the number of replicated sites not to exceed a predetermined limit (Such a limit is called prefetch size). Using the path level knowledge, as a mobile user moves, the personal data can be prefetched to the candidate sites predicted from user moving patterns and the advantage of mining user moving patterns can be fully exploited. This is the very motivation that the design of scheme DP is based on.
DP (Data Allocation Scheme Based on the Path of Moving Patterns)
Assume that a mobile user U i , who is currently at site A, has a moving path ABCD. Clearly, before U i moves into site B, fetching the data required to site B will be able to reduce the response time of later access. This technique is in general referred to as prefetching. In this section, a data allocation scheme based on the paths of moving patterns (referred to as scheme DP) is employed to determine the candidate sites for proper prefetching. An algorithmic form of scheme DP is given below. With the example input in Table 3 , the scenario for local access hit of U 1 under DP is shown in Fig. 5 , where it can be seen that the candidate sites of U 1 for prefetches are those candidate sites for prefetching predicted from moving patterns of U 1 . For example, when U 1 is in the site A at first, scheme DP searches user moving patterns of U 1 to identify and then eliminate those patterns which do not contain the current site. In scheme DP, P f is used to ensure the number of replicated sites not to exceed a predetermined limit denoted by P fetch . If the number of user moving patterns are included then, P f , is less than P fetch , scheme DP will use the current site A as the key to search user moving patterns of U 1 for finding the candidate user moving patterns. Those candidate user moving patterns are used in the path level to prefetch data into the sites to which the mobile user is likely to move. As such, it can be verified that {AE} and {ABC} are the candidate user moving patterns found from line 3 to line 13 in scheme DP. After obtaining the candidate user moving patterns, scheme DP will determine the candidate sites for prefetching (i.e., the sites which U 1 may move from site A), which are sites B and E in Scheme DP: Input: The current site, user moving patterns and P fetch . Output: The candidate sites for prefetching. begin 1. Initial the set of prefetch sites P f , where jP f j is the number of prefetch sites included thus far; 2. Search the current site in user moving patterns; 3. while (P fetch > jP f jÞ= Ã P fetch is the predetermined prefetch size */ 4. begin 5.
Search user moving patterns of the corresponding user by using current site as the key; 6.
if (found) 7. begin 8.
Include the site next to the current site to P f ; 9.
Select this user moving pattern as a candidate user moving pattern used for prefetch; 10. end 11. else 12.
if all moving patterns are scanned, go to line 14. 13. end 14. return P f end For illustrative purposes, different scenarios under data allocation schemes DF, DS and DP are shown in Table 4 . In order to evaluate the efficiency of data allocation schemes, the local hit ratio can be formulated as Table 3 and Table 4 , where the replicated servers under DS for U 1 are {ABCE} and the example moving path of U 1 is {ABCG}. The length of this moving path is 4. Also, S 1 1 is A at first. Since the data can be found in the set of replicated servers under DS, P s 1 1 is set to 1. Due to the movement of U 1 , the next site of U 1 is B, which is denoted as S 1 2 . Since the data can also be found in the set of replicated servers under DS, P s 1 2 is set to 1. It can be verified that the local hit ratio of U 1 under scheme DS can be formulated as N A þ N B þ N C . Also, it can be obtained that the local hit ratio of U 1 under scheme DF is N A since A is the intersection of {ABCG} and {AFKP}. With the execution scenario shown in Fig. 5 , the local hit ratio of U 1 under scheme DP can be expressed as N B þ N C because B and C are the sites for successful prefetching whereas F is not. As can be seen, the candidate prefetch sites of DP vary when the corresponding user moves. Following the same procedure, the local hit ratios for the moving paths by all other mobile users under schemes DF, DS, and DP can be obtained.
As can be seen from the experimental resutlts in Section 4, scheme DP performs better than scheme DS in that it can achieve the same high local data access hit ratios as DS while incurring a much smaller cost for maintaining replicated sites than DS, showing the very advantage of employing the path level knowledge to do proper prefetches and, thus, suitable for update data objects.
Scheme for Shared Data Allocation
Shared data refers to those data that are used by many mobile users. Example shared data include public information, cooperative information, etc. By properly determining the set of replicated servers used by a group of mobile users, data allocation for shared data is able to increase the local data access ratio in the sense of both local and global optimization. Local optimization refers to the optimization that the likelihood of local data access by an individual mobile user is maximized whereas global optimization refers to the optimization that the likelihood of local data access by all mobile users is maximized.
With the user moving patterns obtained, we can develop shared data allocation algorithm (to be referred to as algorithm SD) to determine the set of replicated servers. Algorithm SD is greedy in nature and its performance will be evaluated in Section 4 experimentally. Recall that moving patterns of mobile users may contain different large k-moving sequences, L k . We first convert these L 0 k s into L 0 2 s and the allocation of shared data will be made in accordance with the occurrences of these L 0 2 s. An algorithmic form of SD is given below. Consider for example the moving scenario in Table 3 , where U 1 is the frequent moving mobile user (with 1,500 movements) and U 2 , U 3 , and U 4 are nonfrequent moving users (with 350, 300, and 200 movements, respectively). An example profile for the counting in algorithm SD is given in Table 5 , where the user occurrence count of L 2 is the number of mobile users whose moving patterns contain that L 2 and the total movement occurrence count of L 2 is the sum of all the movement occurrence counts of that L 2 from all mobile users. For example, since {AB} can only be found in the moving patterns of U 1 , the user occurrence count of {AB} is one. Also, since U 1 , U 2 , and U 3 contain {BC} in their moving patterns, the user occurrence count of {BC} is 3. Let n BC ðU i Þ denote the occurrence count of {BC} in moving paths of mobile user U i . The movement occurrence count of {BC} is thus the sum of n BC ðU 1 Þ; N BC ðU 2 Þ and n BC ðU 3 Þ. This methodology can in fact be used to achieve both the local optimization (referred to as SD-local) and the global optimization (referred to as SD-global) in that one can use the total user occurrences of an L 2 for counting to achieve local optimization whereas using the total movement occurrences of that L 2 for counting to achieve global optimization. Algorithm SD:/* Performing both SD-local and SD-global for shared data allocation */ Input: All user moving patterns of mobile users. Output: The set of replicated servers, i.e., R. begin 1. Determine, from all frequent moving patterns obtained by algorithm LM, both user occurrence counts (for SD-local) and movement occurrences counts (for SD-global) of all frequent L Choose an L 2 pair from c-max; 8.
Include this L 2 pair into R and exclude this L 2 pair from the set of all L 0 2 s; 9.
jV j ¼ jV j À 2; 10. end 11. else if (9c 2 c-max and R \ c 6 ¼ 0) 12. begin 13.
In c-max, choose an L 2 pair that has an intersection with pairs in R and exclude this L 2 pair from the set of all L 0 2 s; 14.
jV j ¼ jV j À 1; 15. end 16. else/* In c-max, there is no L 2 pair that has an intersection with pairs in R */ 17. begin 18.
Choose an L 2 pair from c-max and exclude this
end end
Consider the execution of SD-local as an example. Let R denote the set of replicated servers we identify thus far. Once the supports of all L 2 pairs are obtained, we include the L 2 which has maximal user occurrence count (i.e., {BC} according to the profile in Table 5 ) into the set R in line 4 of algorithm SD. In general, if the number of replicated server, jRj, is not equal to the number of replicated servers required, select, from existing L 2 pairs that have maximal supports (i.e., c-max), one that has an intersection with pairs in R (from line 12 to line 15 of algorithm SD). The pair {CG} is hence selected. This step is similar to Prim's algorithm for finding minimal-cost-spanning-tree (MCST) [8] . The difference between SD and MCST is that even if the maximal support of an L 2 pair does not have any intersection with R, this pair can still be included into R as described from line 17 to line 20 of algorithm SD . After the inclusion of {CG}, R becomes {BCG}. Following this procedure, we shall identify and include more proper L 2 pairs until jRj reaches the number of replicated servers required (i.e., jV j ¼ 0). After the inclusion of {CG}, there are two possible L 2 pairs (i.e., {GF} and {GK}) to be considered. Thus, one can choose either K or F to be included into the set of R. In this illustrative example, without loss of generality, K is included in R. Finally, R is composed of the most frequent moving sites for all mobile users in the sense of local optimization. The replicated servers by SD-global can be obtained similarly. Table 6 shows the example execution by algorithm SD with the profile given in Table 5 . Note that the local hit of mobile users using SD is higher than that using DF. Also note that the nonfrequent mobile users (such as U 2 , U 3 , and U 4 Þ will have better local access hits when using SDlocal than using SD-global. On the other hand, a frequent user like U 1 performs better under SD-global than under SD-local. These agree with our intuition in that SD-local deals with user occurrence counts and SD-global considers mainly movement occurrence counts, resulting in the situation that SD-local will favor users moving infrequently and SD-global is good for users moving frequently.
PERFORMANCE STUDY
The effectiveness of using the knowledge on user moving patterns for data allocation is evaluated empirically in this section. The simulation model for the mobile system considered is described in Section 4.1. Experiments results of personal data allocation, including those of DF, DS, and DP, are shown in Section 4.2. Experiments results of algorithm SD for shared data allocation are shown in Section 4.3.
Simulation Model for a Mobile System
To simulate the servers in a mobile computing system, we use a four by four mesh network [20] , [23] , where each node represents one server and, hence, there are 16 servers in this model. It is assumed that there are 100,000 mobile users in our simulations. A moving path is a sequence of servers accessed by a mobile user. The size of each moving path is modeled as a uniform distribution between MAXLEN-5 and MAXLEN+5. As explained before, the starting position of a moving path for a mobile user can be either VLR or HLR and is randomly selected between 1 and 16 in each run of simulation. The number of operations submitted by a mobile user to its nearby server is modeled by a uniform distribution between SITEOP-2 and SITEOP+2. After the server has completed these operations, the mobile user moves to one of its neighboring servers depending on a probabilistic model. Explicitly, the probability that a mobile user moves to the server where this user came from is modeled by P back and the probability that the mobile user routes to the other servers is determined by ð1 À P back Þ=ðn À 1Þ, where n is the number of possible servers this mobile user can move to. As mentioned before, the number of consecutive moving paths employed for incremental mining of user moving patterns in LM is called the retrospective factor (denoted by wÞ. The number of moving paths used to analyze the performance of data allocation schemes is called the exploring factor. The prefetch size used by scheme DP is denoted by P fetch . Table 7 summaries the definitions and the values used for some primary simulation parameters. The local hit ratio means the percentage that among all data accesses, data can be obtained from local servers of mobile users, and the support is the threshold used to qualify large moving sequences.
Experiments for Utilizing Personal Data Allocation
The effectiveness of personal data allocation schemes based on moving patterns will be evaluated in this section. We first examine the performance of schemes DF and DS in Section 4.2.1, and then evaluate the performance of schemes DP in Section 4.2.2.
Experiments of DF and DS for Personal Data Allocation
To conduct the experiments to evaluate DF and DS, we set the value of the retrospective factor to be 10 and the value of the support to be 0.4. Both the local hit ratios and the corresponding server loads of DF and DS are examined with the exploring factor varied. Fig. 6 shows the local hit ratios of DF and DS. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the local hit ratio of DS is significantly larger than that of DF, showing the very advantage of using the knowledge of user moving patterns in scheme DS. Note that the local hit ratio of DS tends to increase when exploring factor increases. This is due to the fact that with a fix support, more moving patterns are discovered incrementally by DS as the value of exploring factor increases. The server loads of DF and DS with the exploring factor varied are shown in Fig. 7 where the server load corresponds to the number of instructions executed by a server. From Fig. 7 , it can be seen that the load is more balanced under DS than under DF, showing another advantage of properly selecting replicated sites in light of the knowledge on user moving patterns. This agrees with our discussion in Section 3.2.2. The sensitivity of varying the values of the retrospective factor for incremental mining is next investigated. Specifically, we examine the impact of varying the retrospective factor to the performance of DS. Without loss of generality, we set the values of the retrospective factor w to be 10, 20, and 50, and that of the support to be 0.4, and examine the performance of DS as w varies. Fig. 8a shows the cases of using smaller retrospective factors will outperform those using larger retrospective factors. This can be explained by the feature of temporal locality since a larger value of w may involve some obsolete moving patterns and, thus, cannot well predict future moving patterns of mobile users. However, as can be seen from Fig. 8b , performance might degrade when the value of w is too small to be used as a window size for mining (e.g., when w < 10), in which cases, there are insufficient moving paths available for determining moving patterns. Clearly, the selection of the value of w will be dependent upon the temporal locality in the workload and can be determined empirically.
As mentioned before, mining results obtained by algorithms MM and LM are used by scheme DS in a set level, which will cause scheme DS to incur more cost to TABLE 7 The Parameters Used in the Simulation Fig. 6 . The local hit ratios of DF and DS with the exploring factor varied. maintain replicated servers. The approach of using the mining results in a path level, i.e., scheme DP, is devised so as to fully utilize the knowledge discovered and reduce the cost incurred by using scheme DS.
Experiments of DP for Personal Data Allocation
As described above, using moving patterns in a set level will unavoidably cause scheme DS to incur more cost to maintain replicated servers, which is not suitable for update data objects. In view of this, scheme DP is designed to exploit the user moving patterns discovered in the path level and the data is prefetched in accordance with the knowledge discovered. As shown in Section 4.2.1, scheme DS in general outperforms scheme DF, we shall thus focus on comparing the performance of scheme DS and that of scheme DP in this section. The effectiveness of DS and DP will be comparatively evaluated.
Without loss of generality, we set the value of P fetch to be 2 in scheme DP and the value of the support to be 0.3. The local hit ratios of DS and DP with various exploring factor are shown in Fig. 9 . From Fig. 9 , it can be seen that by having the most replicated servers, the local hit ratio of DS is larger than that of DP.
Note, however, that though performing better than DP in local hit ratios, DS incurs more cost to maintain data consistency of replicated servers. A measurement, hit/cost ratio, is used to represent the local hit ratio gained by having an additional replicated server. A larger value of this measurement means that each replicated server is more efficiently used to contribute to the occurrences of local data hits. Fig. 10 shows the hit/cost ratios of DS and DP. Note that DP has a larger hit/cost ratio than DS, meaning that DP employs the approach of data allocation more costeffectively to increase the local data hit ratio, showing the very advantage of using the path level knowledge to do prefetches.
We next evaluate the effect of varying the values of support and set the value of P fetch to be 2. The local hit ratios of DP with various support values are shown in Fig. 11 , where it can be seen that the local hit ratio of DP with a given exploring factor tends to increase as the value of support decreases. Note that more moving patterns have to be explored when the support decreases. While DS suffers more replication overhead as the support decreases, DP avoids this problem since its number of replicated servers is controlled by P fetch . Without increasing the replication cost, decreasing the support can utilize the advantage of DP and improve the corresponding local hit ratios.
From above experimental results, it can be seen that the local hit ratio of DS is significantly larger than that of DF, showing the very advantage of using the knowledge of user moving patterns in scheme DS. However, scheme DS incurs more replicated sites as the number of sites in user moving patterns increases, which results in many sites replicated, thus compromising the overall performance improvement achieved. In order to eliminate the cost of maintaining replicated sites, one should take the properties of data objects into consideration. Clearly, for read data objects, data replication is preferable in order to increase the likelihood of local hits. As a result, scheme DS favors those read-intensive data objects. As pointed out before, it is observed from Fig. 10 that DP has a larger hit/cost ratio than DS, meaning that DP employs the approach of data allocation more cost-effectively to increase the local data hit ratio, showing the benefit of using the path level knowledge to do prefetches. Scheme DP is thus suitable for updateintensive data objects.
Experiments for Utilizing Shared Data Allocation
We now examine the performance of SD and DF for shared data allocation with the number of mobile users varied. The number of movements by a mobile user is modeled by a uniform distribution between 100 and 1,000. Fig. 12 shows the local hit ratios of DF and SD. As can be seen from Fig. 12 , algorithm SD significantly outperforms DF. In the situation that the difference between the number of movements for frequent users and that for nonfrequent users is not prominent, such as in this experiment, SD-global and SD-local perform similarly. In order to investigate the difference of SD-global and SD-local, we set the number of movements of a frequent moving user to follow a uniform distribution between 900 and 1,000, and the number of movements of a nonfrequent moving users to follow a uniform distribution between 100 and 150. Let P fm denote the percentage of users who move frequently. Fig. 13 shows the local hit ratios of SD-global and SD-local with P fm varied and Fig. 14 shows the total hit counts of SD-global and SD-local with P fm varied. As shown in Fig. 13 , when P fm increases, the local hit ratio of SD-global increases and that of SD-local decreases, showing the results from having different replicated servers employed by SD-local and SD-global. This also agrees with our intuition in that as mentioned before, SDlocal will favor users moving infrequently and SD-global is good for users moving frequently. It is worth mentioning that although the hit ratio of SD-local is larger than that of SDglobal when P fm is less than 0.35, the total hit count of SDglobal is larger than that of SD-local, showing the very difference in these two optimizations criteria described in Section 3.3. It is noted that SD-global achieves the global optimization in that the total hit ratio under SD-global is large than that of SD-local despite the local hit ratios of some nonfrequent users under SD-global are smaller than those under SD-local. Clearly, the choice of SD-global and SD-local will be a design issue that is dependent on the system objective.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a new data mining algorithm which involves incremental mining for user moving patterns in a mobile computing environment and utilized the mining results to develop data allocation schemes so as to improve the overall performance of a mobile system. First, we proposed algorithms (i.e., algorithm MM and LM) to capture the frequent user moving patterns from a set of log data in a mobile environment. The algorithm proposed is enhanced with the incremental mining capability and is able to discover new moving patterns efficiently without compromising the quality of results obtained. In this paper, we devised data allocation schemes that can utilize the knowledge of user moving patterns for proper allocation of both personal and shared data. For personal data allocation, two data allocation schemes, which involve different levels of mining results, have been devised: one utilizes the set level of moving patterns (i.e., scheme DS) and the other utilizes the path level of moving patterns (i.e., scheme DP). As can be seen, the former is useful for the allocation of read data objects, whereas the latter is good for the allocation of update data objects. The data allocation schemes for shared data, which can achieve local optimization (i.e., SD-local) and global optimization (i.e., SD-global), were also developed. Sensitivity analysis on various parameters, including the retrospective factor, was conducted and performance of those data allocation schemes was comparatively analyzed. It was shown by our simulation results that the knowledge obtained from the user moving patterns is very important in devising effective data allocation schemes. Specifically, for the personal data allocation, the local hit ratio of DS is improved due to its knowledge of user moving patterns. However, scheme DS incurs more replicated sites, thus compromising the overall performance improvement achieved. By utilizing the technique of prefetch, DP employs the approach of data allocation more costeffectively to increase the local data hit ratio. From the performance study of share data allocation, SD-local will favor users moving infrequently and SD-global is good for users moving frequently. It is worth mentioning that the knowledge of user moving patterns is useful on developing efficient location management and querying strategy, and can lead to significant performance improvement in a mobile computing system.
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